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Basler: Trans-Atlantic Crossings- Past And Present

Trans-Atlantic CrossingsPast and Present
EMOTIONS BEFORE TAKE-OFF
On September 24, 1992, my wife and I were waiting at one of the
finger docks at Zurich airport. As the president of the airport's former
building commission , I had come to know its plans intimately. But now I
was more interested in the feelings of those waiting for the transatlantic
flight. Or might 'feelings' be too strong a word for passengers leisurely
sprawling in their seats , reading or dozing as if they were riding to work
on one of Zurich's commuter trains?
An Adventurous Undertaking
For the Dorlikon emigrants leaving must have been an exciting affair.
Even a generation ago this was still very much the case. When, in 1957, I,
my wife Ursel, and our one-year old daughter Kathy took the same trip, I
described my impressions (in a letter dating April 9) as follows:
Dear [ ... ],
After getting on the DC 68 at Zurich airport, things rushed
along. With the engines brought to full speed, I had barely time
to fasten Kathy's cot and Ursel's seat belt. Then we jolted and
bumped along. How was I to act? Should I wave good-bye? or
comfort Ursel? or stare at the flames shooting out of the afterburner right next to me? Should I estimate our height above
ground? or had I better close the air-jets blowing cold air at us
and little Kathy? Should I finally fasten my own seat belt? or
must I explain to Ursel that now we could no longer get off the
plane? Well, with the engines slowing down a little, Ursel calmed,
too, and laughingly declared: 'Totally different from what I had
expected!' -while I countered: 'Exactly how I had imagined it!'
-To be just, it must be added, however, that during the first two
days in the Promised Land, I was forced to admit time and again
how different everything was here and then it was Ursel who found
everything just as beautiful as she had hoped ...
9
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Parting Is Painful
The Dorlikon emigrants 250 years ago plunged deeper into the
unknown than we on our first stay overseas. In contrast to them, we had
been sufficiently familiarized with the New World-both through school
and films. For the people from Dorlikon, seeing the coast disappear in
the ocean meant saying a final good-bye to their homelands. Although
traveling in whole families, they left their relatives and friends behind,
knowing they would never see them again. All of them must have been
seasick before the actual voyage-on their way to London, and, after
weeks of waiting for their embarkation, when crossing to the Isle of
Wight. From there, after forming a convoy at Cowes port, several ships
were to put to sea.
Under the given circumstances the ties among those leaving must
have grown closer. Personally, I can picture the emigrants' situation only
too well, for on both my father's and mother's side I derive from old
Dorlikon families, the Baslers and the Epprechts, and having grown up
among them, I know now how they felt and lived-a people easily excited
and fascinated.

THE SEA VOYAGE
The Sailing Ship
Throughout the centuries sailing ships designed for the high seas
varied little in structure. Apart from the vessel's hull there were the upper
and lower decks- 'lower deck' also applying to the dark space between
the two decks. Through a hatch in the two decks the sailors would lower
water barrels to the vessel's bilge. In this lowest room-the 'lowstow' they also stored ballast, baggage, and provisions. Passengers were to
sleep on the lower deck - the single men in the cabin aft, next came the
women and finally the families with children. The wedge-shaped space
at the fore was reserved for the crew. There were three strong masts for
the sails, made perhaps from the huge Emmental pines that used to be
shipped as far as Rotterdam. Room on the upper deck was scarce.
Its fore part was occupied by the anchor, next followed two open
cooking places, one for the passengers and one for the crew; further
back there were stables with pigs and hens (later also cows). There
was good reason for this order: an anchored ship must point its bow
against the wind, which is only possible if the anchor pull is at the
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/3
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front. Moreover, since in those day it was but cross and tail winds that
pushed a ship, the fireplaces also had to be located in the front part
of the deck- that way there was no danger of sparks getting caught
in the sails. Aft, the deck was reserved for derrick, water pump, and
tool chest, as well as the covered hatches to the lower deck. Further
back still stood the captain's cabin; he had to be able to oversee
deck, sails, and ship course at all times. Outermost aft, finally, there
were two privies.

Seasick
The Dorlikon travelers might soon have lost interest in exploring
their ship -they got seasick. The floor under their feet or their bedsteads,
rose and sank with every wave. Their small wood vessel was a hundred
times lighter than the Maasdam, on which in 1960 I, my wife, and our
five- and two-year old daughters Kathy and Susan returned from New
York. At that time I used to think that seasickness was a product of the
mind, and that those unaware of it would rest unafflicted. Some of my
notes in little Susan's album clearly illustrate this:
The second day-I think it was a Friday morning-mum got
terribly seasick. I wanted to take you up on deck so you wouldn't
take her as a model and let your food pass through your head
twice. I put Kathy into a deck chair; while you, Susan, I could
barely wrap into blanket before ... wow! what a mess! I took you
and the soiled blanket below deck once more, handing you over
to your mother- and the rest to a sailor. Then I rushed back on
deck to Kathy. But-for Heaven's sake! The deck chair! It wasn't
even ours. And the one next to it soiled, too.

Wretched
For seven or eight weeks the Dorlikon party saw no land. A smooth
crossing of that length was more than unlikely. Their vessel must have
tossed up and down as if it were a nutshell. With spray dashing over the
ship and water dripping through deck and hatchways, the travelers, soaked
md soiled, must have clung to their bedsteads, screaming and praying for
1elp. It was not until the sea had calmed that they could climb upon deck
md prepare meals. Not infrequently they would then discover that their
convoy had dissolved, which meant they were at the mercy of pirates.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2020
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Equally threatening were cracked masts-an accident about as grave as
the failure of a modem aircraft's jet engines. But even mishaps of a lesser
scale such as swept-off fireplaces or cooking pots, were detrimental,
for without them, neither flour nor meat could be used. Unfortunately I
searched in vain for plans of such ships-figure 4, though, gives a rough
idea thereof.
Not all of the passengers survived the long journey. With all
kinds of people, animals, and belongings tightly packed together,
everybody was exposed to the diseases brought aboard. Infants, of
course, suffered most under these conditions; but also the elderly
often succumbed to prolonged exertions. Looking back from today, it
is difficult to determine exactly who of those arriving in Philadelphia
recovered and managed to build a new life. Most valuable, however,
are the passenger lists which were employed to register the oaths of
loyalty that males over sixteen were to deliver to the British Crown
and the laws of Pennsylvania and Philadelphia. Today they bear clear
proof of an emigrant's arrival.

A TIME-LAPSE HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS
Only Renewable Energy
Since the Dorlikon emigrants traveled before James Watt invented
the steam engine, they had but renewable energy at their disposal, more
precisely wind power. Travel under such conditions is hard to envisage,
less difficult the rapid technological progress in transatlantic crossings
since then. Today, the frightening speed at which, in terms of technology,
we race into the future can only be surmised by the acceleration we have
experienced so far. It is clear, however, that we cannot continue unhindered
in that way. With resources constantly dwindling and pollution increasing,
the effects of our decline might be disastrous, and at some point we will be
forced to adjust to a lower, linear rate of development. This will correspond
to nature's "fluid equilibrium," which ever since has put limits to life,
and which, one day, will regulate human life again. In Dorlikon, Rudolph
Epprecht and his six children's departure from their old homelands must
have been a desperate attempt to break free from these limits.
The Dorlikon emigrants undertook their journeys in 1738 and
1743-midway between Christopher Columbus's daring voyage out into
the open sea and today. Compared to Columbus's ships theirs might have
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/3
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been somewhat more sophisticated, but they were just as dependent on
wind and weather.

With Energy From Natural Resources
Halfway between the Dorlikon emigrants and today, sailing ships
yielded their place to steam ships. Henceforth, ships were driven by energy
'. Xtracted from natural resources-first coal, then oil. Unfortunately, as is
,ell known by now, these resources are finite and, when used for energy,
;reate pollution. The Fall of Humankind, one could thus put it, began
here. On the other hand, it was due to such innovations that the ship on
vhich Julia Huber traveled in 1875 followed a fixed schedule rather than
he weather.
Halfway between Julia's passage and today, Charles Lindbergh, in
.927, entered history. In his one-engine plane Spirit of St. Louis he flew
the 4000 miles alone across the ocean. Dividing the remaining time span
between Lindbergh and today once more, one gets close to 1957, the time
when my family and I ventured on our 21-hour flight, with stopovers at
Shannon, Ireland, and Gander, Newfoundland; a time, that is, when ocean
liners began to be replaced by piston-engine planes.
Occupied by such reflections on our trip in autumn 1992, we were
10 longer sitting in a narrow fuselage in which stewardesses would barely
nanage to walk upright. This time we were aboard a Boeing 747, a twoloored aircraft, driven by jet engines and flying close to the sound barrier.
.twas taking us to America's East Coast in the same amount of hours as
2onrad Basler or Rudolph Epprecht had required in weeks.
IMPRESSIONS ON ARRIVAL
~lien and Helpless
Today, with comfort, security, and knowledge of distant countries as
matters-of-course, one rarely gets excited when traveling. To me, emotions
in the old days seem therefore richer and profounder than nowadays. In
mme of the letters I sent home thirty-five years ago , however, one still
'lears echoes of what our ancestors might have experienced: At 'ldlewild',
c-o r example, as JFK airport was then called, a black giant heaved our
aggage on a cart, taking it the sixty yards to the terminal entrance. Paying
ma dollar for his service and being promptly granted a broad smile, I
1lized I had worked a full week for this amount! Such unsettling first
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2020
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mishaps, on being confronted with both a foreign language and currency,
were soon followed by others: a little later, we were standing at my
brother's front door; but neither he nor his wife seemed to be at home .
Where and how, then, was I to find a place for my wife to change the
baby's diapers, without having to leave our luggage unattended? How
could I make myself understood? The desperate phone calls to my future
workplace were of no avail, since on a Saturday no one was there. As we
later learnt, my brother and sister-in-law had not expected us that early.
Such incidents leave one to wonder what, 250 years ago, the people
from Dorlikon may have experienced in Philadelphia or elsewhere. In

Figure 4: 'Amish-Boat ': Reconstruction of one of the ocean-going
sailing ships around the mid-eighteenth century. (from: John A.
Hostettler, Amish Society, Baltimore and London, 1980)
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/3
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contrast to us, for example, they saw both African and Native Americans
for the first time. Moreover, even if relatives had arrived before them, no
one would have been there to meet them, since news about their departure
could not have traveled faster than their own ship.

Ellis Island-an Example
To get a better idea of our emigrants' emotions, and to re-experience
some of their first impressions, my wife and I visited Ellis Island-the
island in New York's Upper Bay notorious for its immigration offices,
through which, a century ago, all European immigrants were to pass.
At the time of our visit we did not know yet whether the Epprechts or
Mtillers had landed in Carolina, or elsewhere. Had they sailed into New
York through the straits, they would have caught sight of a small, idyllic
island, Oyster Island, an elevation in the Hudson's mouth used first by
Indians and later by Dutchmen as a base for oyster fishing. Having been
enlarged and covered with administration buildings, Ellis Island today
resembles an abandoned fort off the shores of New York.
The Immigration Examination
To enter the United States thirty-five years ago, all we had to do
was receive a medical clearance, besides passing an examination at the
American Consulate in Zurich. When Julia Huber traveled, on the other
hand, those arriving from Europe had to get past Ellis·Island before they
knew whether or not they were allowed into the Promised Land. The
mmigration examinations at America's gateway were thus greatly feared.
\fter a hurried procedure, applicants requiring closer inspection were held
iack. Nine out of a hundred had to pass a mental ability test by comparing
1r copying different figures and shapes, a procedure designed by officials
vho were unable to communicate with people coming from such diverse
~ountries. The sick and the physically or mentally handicapped had to
be transported back to their countries by the shipping companies at their
own cost. 'How inhuman, how cruel!' I heard someone exclaim in my
own mother tongue as, in fall 1992, we were strolling through the halls
and examination offices. Who judges like this cannot project him- or
herself into the atmosphere of that time. For those intending to enter the
wide and open country had to be fit to take care of themselves to earn a
living. Councilor Huber must have been aware of this when relieving his
daughter of her burden, her illegitimate child. Unlike the young United
1
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States, Europe had developed a whole security network over the centuries .
In Switzerland, for example, everybody had a claim on civil rights. Given
such conditions, many a community would have preferred to export its
social problems, leaving them to Europe's neighbor to solve. So, unless
the American people-yet bare of any social institutions-had inserted a
filter, many newcomers would have perished, or caused some other kind
of social ills.

Freedom-But Not for Everybody
Despite its severity, the politically persecuted underwent the initial
examination willingly. In the long run, however, the enormous stream
of migrants - the largest ever in human history- could not continue
unhindered. At Ellis Island it reached a peak of ten thousand immigrants
per day- a number equaling the population of a middle-sized town. Even
the apparatus at Ellis Island could no longer cope with such numbers;
nor could the country absorb them. Thus, in 1924, immigration laws
restricted applicants per day to the number of passengers aboard a liner.
This accounts for the limit of 350,000 people per yea~
ALL BEGINNINGS ARE HARD
So far, I have been trying to grasp and recapture the first
impressions and emotions of the immigrants of those past centuries.
For my wife and me on our trip to New York, emotions were of a
different nature- we were going to see our youngest grandchild for
the first time!

Help Through Data Processing?
The Dorlikon emigrants, however, surprised us as well.
Fortunately, we were assisted in our search for them by a database
listing of people with similar surnames, including their birth and
death dates, as well as their places of residence. The index 'Baslers
since the Civil War' listed over 800 names. Moreover, from other
databases, mainly phone directories, we extracted the addresses of a
similar number of Baslers still alive. The Baslers, we thus realized,
still exist in the United States. Might some of them even lead us to the
pin in the haystack? To find out more, I wrote to those Baslers living
in Pennsylvania:
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/3
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Konrad Basler sen.
c/o Konrad Basler jun.
410 Riverside Drive #53
New York, NY 10025
(212) - 662 7491
Sept 25, 1992
To all the Baslers in Pennsylvania
I am Swiss, staying for the next three weeks with my son's
family-see the address above-and trying to find out if there
are descendants of
Conrad Basler
who journeyed to the British Colonies 1738, together with his
wife Anna Baumer and his son Conrad, aged 7.
We do know that he arrived in January 1739 in the port of
Philadelphia, together with 3 other families (Nilssli, Weidmann
and Miiller). A Pennsylvania German Church Record lists in
Lancaster, PA: "1744. A daughter of Conrad Basler and Ann
Maria, bap. Dec. 23". Do you know of family roots that go far
back?
I was born and raised in the same little community, named
Dorlikon until 1878 and Thalheim thereafter. Baslers have lived
there for 600 years.
I got your address through the organization Familv News
Network,
6900 E. Belleview# 203, Grnwd Vil CO 80111
(303)-771-6818.
Looking forward to hearing from you
yours truly

Konrad Basler

A Search Fraught With Obstacles
To have access to the sources of American history I decided to use
New York's famous Public Library. 'Walk along Broadway to somewhere
between 62nd and 60th Street. You can't miss the new buildings there',
I was told. Upon getting there, however, I looked in vain for an open
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2020
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entrance. 'Not until 12 a.m.', a guard told me. What confused me still
more, however, were the huge letters: 'Public Library-for Performing
Arts'. Finally I found someone, a stack of books under his arm , spectacles
on his nose. 'Oh, there are many branches of this library-in some forty
different locations: I caught a cab. 'To the Public Library, genealogical
section.' 'To what?' the baffled driver asked back. Repeating my request,
I was told the only such place he knew of was on 5th Avenue, 42nd Street.
Luckily, I recognized the world famous building upon getting therebuilt from white Vermont marble monumental and magnificent. ' Closed
Monday', it said at the gate. So I decided to walk down 5th Avenue
to the World Trade Center, a walk of almost two hours. Whenever red
lights stopped me, I tried to reconstruct some of the respective streets'
architectural history. Thus guided by architecture, I walked down to the
old town center and, with it, back into the nineteenth century. Later, from
the top of the World Trade Center, I overlooked the metropolis, unique
with its islands, bays, bridges, and runways; still later, while waiting for
the elevator, I noticed a number of dose-ups showing Wall Street arounr
the 18708. This was the Manhattan Julia must have encountered on hr
way to Milwaukee.
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